New Renault DUSTER
The true SUV
THE LEGEND GETS BOLDER

A game changer that created an all-new segment and paved the way for many to follow, the Renault DUSTER is synonymous with adventure. Now, the iconic DUSTER is here in a new avatar. The new DUSTER comes with superior SUV capabilities and enhanced features. Its imposing broad hood and contemporary design details, both on the exterior and the interior, lend an impressive stance. Combined with extraordinary power and safety features, it is set to deliver a thrilling experience. Get ready to make your adventures more epic.
DESIGNED TO MAKE A STATEMENT

The new Renault DUSTER goes more audacious. Its new tri-winged full chrome grille guarded by the dominating hood syncs perfectly with the new signature projector headlamps. The LED DRLs and R16 Everest Diamond Cut alloy wheels enhance the commanding look of the iconic DUSTER. The Kayak roof rails, matte black embellisher and waterfall LED tail lamps further accentuate its dynamic stance.
Step in to an unmatched driving experience with the new Renault DUSTER. The Midnight Black interiors are as inviting as they are comfortable. The premium blue glazed seats lend a classy touch while the new style Renault steering wheel with soft touch buttons ensure a smart, sophisticated feel. The dual tone centre fascia with a soft touch dashboard and door trims further accentuate the stylish interiors. Additionally, the aesthetics are enhanced by the ice blue graphic instrument cluster with multi-information display, which always keeps you updated on critical driving parameters.
The new Renault DUSTER’s interiors merge imagination with practicality. The fully automatic climate control adjusts the air flow inside the cabin and ensures the most comfortable temperature. The compact yet spacious, illuminated and cooled glovebox is thoughtfully redesigned to accommodate all your personal belongings. So when you drive out into the wild, let your DUSTER be the perfect launch pad.
Find your frontier with the new Renault DUSTER’s groundbreaking prowess. Its monocoque design with true SUV features like Hill-Start Assist and ESP along with comfort features like Hill-Cruise Control helps make any adventure effortless. It also comes with dual airbags, speed alert, seatbelt reminder and ABS to keep you safe.

The new DUSTER also delivers an engaging experience with its fully integrated 17.64 cm Touchscreen MediaNAV Evolution that comes with Apple CarPlay, Android Auto™, and EcoGuide—a system that monitors driving patterns and provides guidelines to improve efficiency. Now wait no more, the reinvented classic is here to take you places.
EXTRAORDINARY PERFORMANCE

NEW 1.5 LITRE PETROL ENGINE:
The new Renault DUSTER features a responsive and fuel efficient 1.5 litre petrol engine. With an exceptional power of 106 PS and maximum torque of 142 Nm, the new DUSTER is tuned to deliver a smooth drive, both within and beyond city limits. With the X-tronic CVT gearshift, now drive the best of both worlds - enhanced performance with superior mileage. For those who prefer to take matters into their own hands, the new Renault DUSTER petrol is also available in manual transmission.

NEW 1.5 LITRE DIESEL ENGINE:
The new Renault DUSTER boasts of the renowned dCi 1.5 litre diesel engine and offers you a choice of two power outputs: 110 PS and 85 PS. It comes with a torque of 245 Nm and 200 Nm respectively. The powerful 110 PS version has a 6-speed manual transmission with gear ratios perfectly matched to the engine’s output. As a result, everyday drives in start-and-stop city conditions remain pleasurable. At the same time, it ensures the ability to cruise at high speeds on highways. The 85 PS version features a 5-speed manual transmission that gives you the best drive in stop-and-go traffic conditions and delivers best-in-class fuel efficiency.

The advanced and highly intuitive AWD feature also allows the car to adapt to any kind of terrains and offers an effortless driving experience.
The new Renault DUSTER also comes with India’s first 6-speed Easy-R AMT, which delivers a comfortable drive and superior mileage while the Traffic Assist function makes bumper-to-bumper driving hassle-free. Furthermore, the driver can change his preference and switch to manual transmission at any time on the drive. Now drive the icon anywhere with exceptional ease.

The power-led performance of the new Renault DUSTER is enhanced by the new X-tronic CVT gearshift. It is engineered to avoid shift shock, while delivering seamless acceleration. This new technology offers improved responsiveness, giving better stability, fuel efficiency and control to the car even in heavy traffic. The four gear modes - Parking (P), Reverse (R), Neutral (N), and Drive (D) - make driving effortless. Furthermore, the 6-speed Manual mode option (M) also allows you to have a hands-on driving experience whenever you want to. Now cruising through the city is smoother and more enjoyable.
GO BEYOND
THE CITY LIMITS

Every drive is an opportunity to have new experiences. The drives come with a host of thrilling activities like off-roading, zip lining, zorbing, trekking, camel safari, parasailing, paintball and many more. With numerous drives already completed and many more planned, the future is filled with bigger and better adventures.

Get ready to live beyond the mundane. The Iconic Passion Drives are curated for those who don’t want the adrenaline rush to stop. These drives are an invitation to conquer tough terrains and extreme conditions.

Fasten your seat belts and let the new Renault DUSTER take over.

Duration: 8 to 12 days

Take your family for an adventure like no other. A drive curated with some of the most thrilling activities - off-roading, nature trails, and many more. To make your experience better, we have flexible slots. So pack your bags and drive out with a renewed excitement.

Duration: 2 to 4 days

For those who want to do something unique over the weekend. These drives are curated with a host of fun activities - food walk, photo walk, music festivals, cricket tournaments, and many more.

Duration: 1 day

JOIN THE EPIC GANG

Drive home a new Renault DUSTER and drive into a life of adventure. The Renault Gang of Dusters is a community of like-minded DUSTER owners who seek new experiences and long for the road less traveled. Over the last six years, the gang has grown with over 1 lakh registered members and has completed over 100 of India’s most breathtaking routes. With numerous drives already completed and many more planned, this is your invitation to join the gang.

To register, visit www.gangofdusters.com
**EXTERIORS**

**VARIANTS**

**1.5L Gasoline 106 PS MT**
- New Dual Tone Body Colour Front Bumper
- New Projector Headlamps
- New LED DRL
- New Ma/t_te Black Tailgate Embellisher
- New R16 Everest Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels
- Front Fog Lamps
- Outside Door Handle Finish Black, Body Coloured, Body Coloured
- Door Side Sill Finish Black, Satin Chrome
- Kayak Roof Rails Black, Black, Black, Satin Chrome
- Waterfall LED Tail Lamps

**AIR CONDITIONER WITH HEATER**
- Manual, Automatic

**INTERIORS**

**1.5L Gasoline 106 PS MT**
- New Interior Colour Harmony Midnight Black, Midnight Black, Midnight Black, Midnight Black
- One-touch Turn Indicator
- Power Windows with Illuminated Switches Front and Rear
- Multi-information Display
- New Ice Blue Graphic Instrument Cluster with Tilt Adjustable Power Steering

**READING LAMPS**
- Front, Front & Rear

**SAFETY AND SECURITY**
- Rapid Deceleration Warning with Brake Assist (BA)
- Speed Sensitive Door Locking
- Reverse Parking Sensors
- Passenger Engine Immobiliser
- Driver and Passenger Seat Belt Reminder

**COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE**
- Hill-Start Assist
- Electronic Stability Program (ESP)

**STEERING**
- 5-speed MT, CVT with 6-speed manual mode option

**FUEL SYSTEM**
- Multi Point Fuel Injection, Common Rail Direct Injection (dCi)

**TRANSMISSION TYPE**
- Automatic, Manual

**DIMENSIONS AND CAPACITIES**
- Tyre Size 215/65
- Minimum Turning Radius (m) 5.2
- Rear Track (mm) 1567
- Wheel Base (mm) 2673
- Overall Height with Roof Rails (mm) 1695
- Overall Length (mm) 4360
- Ground Clearance (mm) 205
- Fuel Tank Capacity (litre) 50
- Boot Space (litre) 0.475 m³ (475)